
Click here to watch Video #3 and see these incredible stories yourself.

Proof the Model Works
If you’re unsure the Model will work for you, here’s an opportunity to hear from students who  
saw amazing results from the Self Coaching Model. There are so many incredible stories to watch, 
but here are a few that you can’t miss.

S E L F  W O R T H

“I thought I needed someone else to tell me 
I was worthy of being loved.” –Kim Job

Kim grew up in what seemed like a happy family, 
but she wasn’t happy. She spent most of her life 
over achieving to get the approval of others. As 
soon as Kim found the Model, she realized that 
other people don’t control her emotions and 
that her past doesn’t define her and she can tell 
the story of anything that happened in her past 
however she wants to tell it.

W E I G H T  L O S S

“I was willing to do whatever it took to be 
skinny because I thought that’s when I would 
be happy and feel better.” –Felicia Broccolo

After she passed out from not eating, Felicia 
knew something had to change. Instead of 
being mean to herself, the Model showed her 
that affirmative thoughts would create positive 
results. It taught her that she was completely 
in control of her feelings, her actions, and the 
results she was getting, including her weight. 

You can learn this exact model and how to practice it in a way you can implement daily.

R E L A T I O N S H I P S

“I thought if my mom could just change,  
I would feel better.” –Janet Archer

When her mom was diagnosed with dementia, 
Janet struggled to accept it. She didn’t want 
this to be her reality. Through the Model, Janet 
learned that what needed to change was her 
thoughts about her mom having dementia. 
Since finding the Model, Janet was able to 
totally transform her relationship with her mom 
into something amazing.

C A R E E R

“Even though I had this skill and I was really 
good at it, I doubted everything about myself.” 
–Elizabeth Salazar

Elizabeth was completely focused on her 
business and trying to figure out how to 
succeed with her own company. She wasn’t 
making money. Then she found the Model, 
which helped her take control of her results. 
Elizabeth set a goal to make $100K last year 
and ended up making $120K.

https://thelifecoachschool.com/unstuck3/

